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Offers your period gone missing? In fact, your lifestyle could be the culprit. People have a
tendency to think that lack of menstrual cycles only happens to Olympic-level athletes or people
with consuming disorders.” Dr. You’re not by yourself. Now it’s your change. This comprehensive
reserve will: Explain what is happening in your body and why Present guidelines for how much
and what to eat (Very good news! They’re probably a lot more fun than what you’re used to!)
Provide exercise suggestions Support you through the problems of changing your habits Explain
fertility remedies that can help achieve pregnancy if you still want assistance In “No Period. Now
What? But it turns out you can have seemingly healthy eating and exercise behaviors and still be
confronted with a missing regular monthly cycle. Nicola Rinaldi shares her intensive analysis on
hypothalamic amenorrhea and also her own experience with recovery. Additional contributors
include eating disorder speaker Stephanie Buckler, fitness coach Lisa Sanfilippo Waddell, and a
huge selection of other women who've taken this trip and come out the other side with cycles,
babies, and a better understanding of what it means to be healthy. No matter how longer you’ve
been without a period, our Recovery Program will guide you on the path to regaining your routine
and enhancing your long-term health insurance and fertility. Are you set to recover?
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Saved my life Okay, maybe a small dramatic. I am so thankful because of this book. Gleam
Facebook group that's incredibly helpful for support! I started reading about runners and HA and
landed on a blog that recommended Nicola's publication. Not that one! Nicola has taken all of
that details and summarized it within an readable, personable format. I acquired the correct
diagnosis because of all of the details provided in the book. There are a great number of research
out there on NCBI, etc. It became apparent I acquired HA from just about the first chapter. She
also weaves in real life testimonials on various problems and her own figures from study. I was
misdiagnosed with PCOS despite having a BMI of 17 and being truly a runner and just generally
devoid of PCOS.I adopted the tips of the book whole heartedly and after 2 months I had a period
and another period! *extremely* suggest it. Like I said, changed my entire life! After years of
dieting, I eat even more each day than I ever have, I have a cycle (albeit super long), my hair is
growing thick again, I no more have heart problems, my libido is definitely A++, I'm hardly ever
cold--the list goes on and on. Got my period back after 14 years of amenorrhea! I got my period
back again after 14 years of amenorrhea! I was anorexic and an exercise addict.I developed an
taking in disorder at 16 years old. First, I cherished the way that the graphs and charts were
displayed and utilized to compliment the materials in the main text, they were helpful and helped
further the narrative. I obtained excess weight and ate better. You will not be disappointed! This
book helped me get my period back after 7 .When I started reading this reserve I was 5'5" and
120 pounds. I exercised moderately each day. That you can do consults with Nicola, as well. Five
Stars LOVE this product.That is a difficult transition for anybody suffering from an eating
disorder or over-exercising, nonetheless it works and its worth it for health! But totally changed it
for the better! Truly Life Changing! To say "thank you" to the authors and females who
contributed to Simply no Period. No What? seems inadequate. Second, as a future physician I
appreciated the study that the authors conducted among the women on "the panel" and found
the meta-analysis of existing literature to become thorough with respect to the topics provided in
the book. After many years of failed fertility remedies, I stumbled across No Period. Now What?
and discovered the tools to take control of my fertility and my entire life. It's the perfect
combination of medical data, stats and information with real world experiences. I cried through
many of the chapters (which hit therefore close to home). I cannot say plenty of wonderful things
about this book. Women fighting hypothalamic amenorrhea (or insufficient periods) should not
go through this alone. They should learn the correct diagnosis and the various tools to overcome
it. Thank you, thank you many thanks for writing this reserve and changing my entire life forever!
Third, I appreciated the non-public stories of females at various stages of recovery from
hypothalamic amenorrhea (PCOS, etc. I am notorious for investing in a book and just reading a
few chapters. At this point I had already transferred beyond the denial stage but the initial few
chapters had been still great reminders about the importance of making these adjustments and
how to work through the denial. This is actually the first publication of its kind that I know of that
touches on different treatment plans. A lot of what I go through here I noticed from various
fertility doctors, OBGYNs, and endocrinologists therefore far I don't question any of the evidence
presented in this reserve. I went to doctors and attempted western medicine (provera) and
eastern medicine (chaste tree tea and acupuncture)... This book helped me get my period back
after 7 years of not having one, and shortly after I got pregnant! By this time I weighed 136
pounds and I only go for light walks about 4 times weekly. It really helped me conceive when
used in conjunction with Purely Vegetation Fertility tea Amazing-life changing I'd give this more
superstars as I possibly could! When I purchased this book, I was already aware of my
circumstance since I had performed many different tests already (LH, FSH, brain scan, bone



density test, Cortisol stress test). It changed my life. This book is packed filled with information
that you can use today! If you lost your period and want it back you will need this reserve! Stop
thinking about it and read it! For 5 years I didn't realize why my period wouldn't keep coming
back. many thanks from a concerned mom This book was very helpful to a daughter who had a
need to hear in what was happening to her too lean body - after not a period for more than 10
years, it was nice to have someone else other than her mother talking sense to her. Very
informative Bought this publication for my partner and was able to get so many answers from
this book. It is well written and very informative. Great book Got my period back after six months
without it after scanning this Exceptional Physiology and Endocrinology Source for
Understanding Hypothalamic Amenorrhea I'll start with the best things about this book. I finally
got help when I was 25 years previous. I am eternally grateful. Great read for anybody struggling
with amenorrhea Great read for anybody struggling with amenorrhea.) and thought it made the
written text less dense. The one thing that I'd have loved to have seen even more of was
information about how to use supplements and herbs to balance hormones naturally (perhaps
they could have consulted with a naturopathic doctor or an herbalist) furthermore to changes in
exercise and diet patterns that they recommended. Overall, this reserve is an excellent source for
all females if they are suffering from amenorrhea or not!
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